Our ongoing Green Map NYC climate mapping project
charts energy impacts and resiliency realities
This is part of our 2006 Powerful NYC Green Map (edition of 100,000 maps)

Inspired by the Great Blackout of 2003, this folding map has 3 views:
dark sides of our energy choices • everyday & easy • energy investments

Energy Dark Side shows true cost of our current choices and
predicts storm surges and impacts on infrastructure
includes asthma, air quality, accidents, injustice and other impacts,
along with climate projections from Columbia Earth Institute

Teen modules were
created in response to
educators’ inquiries. These
free energy mapping tools
build awareness of
mobility, waste, green
space and other choices:
@ GreenMapNYC.org

This data is now on our interactive map about renewables
and ways to save energy OpenGreenMap.org/NYCenergy
you can download the printed map PDF under sidebar’s Info tab, too

After Superstorm Sandy in Fall 2012, we added the
high water mark across NYC and our region

Solar Empowerment Zones in Red.
Purple is Sandy’s extent.
Toggle sites and areas in map legend
embed this map in your
website or blog – see:
GreenMap.org/nyc-energy

Our Adapting to Change cycling & walking tours discuss the
issues & opportunities in impacted Lower East Side areas
With diverse experts on each tour, Untapped New York, Bowery Boogie,
Play & Ideas and others have covered our explorations
Our Sandy history blog:

bit.ly/sandy12

Add sites to this map! Diverse
audiences can explore on our
website or at InteracMve Map tab
on Facebook.com/lower.east.ride

Our Green Maps, tours and mapmaking tools leverage change
by sharing knowledge, awareness and experiences

Municipal Art Society –
Road to Resilence Tour
Along the way, we
collected examples for
our Green Jobs in NYC
project

Tri-lingual print editions

In mid 2013, we produced the Lower East
Ride Green Map as postcard and poster
maps in Chinese, Spanish and English.

Created with Partnerships for Parks, this
free Adapting to Change map links impacted
areas in and around East River Park to
community resilience resources, including
all the new Bike Share stations. Download
at Facebook.com/lower.east.ride

The project continues to draw attention as we model its
elements to benefit more NYC communities and partners
Our engaging NYC Climate Week
cycling tour and maps received a 2013
Creative Climate Action Award from
the Human Impacts Institute.
Co-creating resiliency Green Maps
with other waterfront communities
around NYC is in our future plans.
And since this has been such a valuable
community building experience, we
created a video on how to make a
Green Map cycling tour – see it at
bit.ly/howtourGM.

Our NYC climate mapping projects have helped to inspire other
Green Mapmakers to illuminate the issue in their community, too

Energy is on the 2013 Open Green Map by Clima of
Girona Spain; AnSan City Korea charted climate
countermeasures in 2011. Thai youth maps of 50 ciMes
highlighted climate issues and opportuniMes in 2009,
as seen in the free book at GreenMap.org/impacts

Think Global, Map Local!

Green Map System’s local NYC
project created these maps and
others, seen at

Green Map System also creates
tools, infrastructure and icons used
by local Green Map projects in
875 diverse cities in 65 countries

GreenMapNYC.org
Explore the energy & environment
modules, other tools and outcomes
from our work with youth and
community groups across NYC

GreenMap.org
Contact Wendy Brawer, Director
212 674 1631 · web@greenmap.org

